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ABSTRACT. It is shown that the partial sums of Vilenkin-Fourier series of functions in

L'(G), q > 1, converge almost everywhere, where G is a zero-dimensional, compact

abelian group which satisfies the second axiom of countability and for which the dual

group X has a certain bounded subgroup structure. This result includes, as special cases,

the Walsh-Paley group 2", local rings of integers, and countable products of cyclic groups

for which the orders are uniformly bounded.

Introduction. Let X denote the dual group of a compact, abelian, zero-

dimensional group G, which satisfies the second axiom of countability. Then X is

a discrete, countable, abelian, torsion group. N. Ja. Vilenkin [14] showed X is the

union of subgroups {Xs}™=0, Xs C Xs+X, such that Xs+X/Xs is of prime orderps+x.

Vilenkin also placed an ordering on X. Such a pair (G,X) is called a Vilenkin

system. A Vilenkin system is said to be bounded if sup,/», < oo.

For/ G Ü(G), let S„f denote the «th partial sum of the Fourier series with

respect to X. In this work we prove that Snf converges to/almost everywhere for

each/in Lq(G), 1 < q < oo. Special cases of this result include the Walsh-Paley

series [11], Fourier series on the ring of integers of a local field [8], and countable

products of cyclic groups with uniformly bounded orders [10].

In 1966, L. Carleson [3] established the a.e. convergence of the trigonometric

Fourier series for L2(T) where T denotes the circle. This result was extended to

L"(T), q > 1, by R. Hunt [6]. The L2 result for the Walsh-Paley system was first

established by P. Billard [1] and later improved by R. Hunt [7]. P. Sjölin [12] then

proved the Lq result for the Walsh-Paley system. R. Hunt and M. Taibleson [8]

established the result on local rings of integers for Lq, q > 1, and certain Orlicz

spaces. Recently, R. Moore [10] established the result for Lq(G), q > 1, where G

is a countable product of discrete cyclic groups Z/>, which satisfies sup¡/>, < oo.

All of these results are based on Carleson's original proof [3] with various

modifications and simplifications. A different unpublished proof was recently

discovered by C. Fefferman.

The proof given here is also based on Carleson's proof [3]. The simplifications

used in the L2 proof are closely related to those used in [7] while the Lq result is
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based on the proof in [8]. In this proof great use is made of the subgroup

structures of X and G.

This work has been divided into four main chapters. In Chapter I the essentials

of Vilenkin systems are reviewed. In Chapter II preliminary results are collected.

A new proof of Paley's theorem [11], [15] based on the Calderón-Zygmund

decomposition [2] is given. In Chapter III the result is proved for L2(G). Finally,

in Chapter IV the main result is extended to L9(G), 1 < q < 2.

I. VILENKIN SYSTEMS

The groups G and X. Let G be a zero-dimensional, compact, abelian group

which satisfies the second axiom of countability. The dual group of G, X, is a

discrete, countable, abelian, torsion group [4, Theorems 24.15 and 24.26].

Vilenkin [14] proved the existence of a sequence of finite subgroups of X, {X,}™^

which satisfy

(l)(i) Xq = {xo}. the identity character;

(Ü) X, C X1+x;

(iii) x = um;
(iv) XjX^-X is of prime order p,;

(v) there exists a sequence {qpj^lo m X such that tp, E XS+X\X, and <p/*+'

G A-,

Such a pair of groups (G,X) as described above is called a Vilenkin system. A

Vilenkin system is said to be bounded if sup,/», = p < oo. Throughout this work,

we deal solely with a bounded Vilenkin system.

The subgroups Gs. Let G, denote the annihilator of Xs. That is

G, = {x E G : x(x) = 1 for all X G Xs).

Then each Gs is a compact, open subgroup of G. In addition, the sequence

{Gr,}£.0 satisfies G0 = G, G, D Gs+X, and f¥L0Gs = {<?}, the identity of G.

Vilenkin [14] proved that for each s, there exists x, E <j,\6j+, such that

<ps(xs) — e\p{2m/ps+x). He also proved that each jc G G has a unique represen-

tation of the form x = 2," o ̂ ¡xi where 0 < b¡ < pi+x. Consequently,

(2)        Gs = < x E G: x = 2 b¡x¡ with b0 = bx = • • • = ¿,_, = 0 k

and each coset of Gs in G has a representation of the form x + G3 with

x = 2,C0 b,x„ 0 < ¿>, < pM.

Each subgroup, Gs, is itself a zero-dimensional, compact, abelian group which

satisfies the second axiom of countability. Its dual group can be identified with

X/Xs [4, Theorem 24.5]. Thus if (G, X) is a bounded Vilenkin system with bound

p, then so is (GS,X/XS) for any s > 0.
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The orderings of X and X/Xs. As the choice of the sequence {<rj,}^l0 's not

unique, we assume a particular choice has been made. Having done so, the

following ordering, introduced by Vilenkin [14], can be placed on X: Let m0 = 1

and let mr = YY¡~\ Pi for r > 1. Then each natural number n can be uniquely

expressed as n = 2£o arm, where 0 < ar < pr+x, and only finitely many of the

af's are nonzero. Then we define x» by the formula

(3) XJ,=   ñ<Pr'-
r-0

With this ordering we have

(4X0 X, = {x„ : 0 < n < m,), s = 0, 1, 2,... ;
(ii) X/Xs = {x, • Xs : n is of the form 2r*, otrmr};

(iii) if « = armr + k,0 < k<mr, then x„ = (Xm,)"' ' Xt-

For the sake of brevity, we shall write the dual group of Gs  simply as

ix« : n = 2?!» <x,mr}. The set {x„ : « = S^lj ar^,} has an ordering induced by

X. This ordering in turn induces an ordering on X/Xs, which is the one we use.

Notation. Throughout this work p will denote the normalized Haar measure on

G. By an interval w, we shall mean any coset of Gs in G for some s > 0. If

" = 2,C¿*,.x, + G„ then p(u) = p(Gs) = mjK If w G G/Gx, we define u*

= G. If u = 2f=ô b¡Xi + G,, 5 > 1, we define u* as

(5) (o*= SMj + CL,.
i-0

Since there are/»,_, intervals u with the same w*, we have

(6) p(u*) = p,_, ju(w) < pp(u).

Let n = "2,fL0armr and let w G G /G,. Then we define n(u) as the integer

2ÍL, a, mr. Then if x G a G G /G, is of the form x = 2/4 Mi + &> ¿?j G. G„
we have

X.W = {S (*+(% biX^J^XM^x).

Consequently, x*(x) — A\(^)Xn(a)(x) as x ranges over « where A(u>) is a constant

of modulus 1 depending only on w. We also define

C(<o) = c„(«;/) = M«)"' fj(t)\^U)dp(t),

and

«?.(«*) = ¿?„(<o*;/) = max|Cn(u0(w';/)|,

where the maximum is taken over all w' with o>'* = w*. Throughout this work A

will denote a constant, which may vary from line to line, depending only on the

bound p = sup,/»,.
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Fourier series and Dirichlet kernels. The Fourier series of a function/in LX(G)

is the series 2"o c¡Xi(x) where c, = fcf(t)x¡(t)d[i(t). For the nth partial sums,

S„f = 2/-Ô c,X„ we have

SJW = (/• 4,)W = faf(t)D„(x - t)d^t),

where Dn(x) = 2¡!;o X/00 's the Dirichlet kernel of order n. Vilenkin [14] derived

the following formulas:

(7) Dmi(x) = m,Is(x),

where /, is the characteristic function of Gs. Also if n = 2^Lo aims*

(8) Dn(x) = X.W 2 AwWfc^WrY 21 x4W).
j=-o \./-o /

with the appropriate interpretation if a, = 0 or 1. For convenience, we write

(9) Dn(x) = x,(x) 2 An»**,.*«.

We define the modified nth partial sum, 5*/, by the formula

(10) S:f=XnSn(fXn-)-

It follows that S*f = / * D* where

(») A* = i A*«!**-

II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The modified kernels D*. The modified kernels Z>* satisfy the following two

properties, which will be used in the proof of the main result. Let n

= 2,% «jms- Then

»    /       »VU-1 \

(12) uf = 2(    2     x*),
j=0 \A:—m„|-o,m,       /

m„.|-l

2
*mi+X ~asmt

where the inner sum is 0 if a, = 0.

If w G G/Gs, s > 0, and x G w,
(13)

D*(x — t) is constant as f ranges over w.

To prove (12) it suffices to prove

"m, ^m,,ot, ^ Xk
kBntm — a,m,

since AT = 2r=0 An, *,*.* • Using (l)(v), (7), and (4)(iii) we have
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(m,-\       \ /«,-! \

2 x,J(xJ~"( 20 xi.)

(m,-l       X/0«"1 \

Irtj—1  0,-1

=   ^   .^0 Xr+(/>,+1+y-«,)m,

m«+l-1

-     2     x*-

This completes the proof of (12).

To prove (13) we consider an interval w = 2/-¿ b¡x¡ + G,. Each / G w is of

the form

j-i
/ = 2 b,x, + g,(t)

i-o

where g,(t) G G,. Let x G 2£ô «**i + Cr Then

j-i
* = 2 c¡x¡ + g,(x)

i-0

where gs(x) G G,. Since x G w, it follows that ¿>, ̂ cf for some 0 < i < s - 1.

Let p denote the smallest such i. Then by (2) it follows that x - t G G„_, \Gr for

all / G w. By (7) and (8) we have,

d;(x -0=2 Dmr(x - OW* - 0
r-0

(14) - 2 Dmr(x - 0<W* - t)

= 2 mr(Xmr(x - /))"*( 2* Xkix - t)\
r=0 \j=0 J

For 0 < r < p - 1, x«, G Xr+X C A", C X,. Recall that G, is the annihilator of

A^. Thus for any t G u and 0 < r < v - 1, we have

XmXx "/) = X*(,?0 ÍC' " bi)Xi)Xmr(gÁx))Xm,(gÁt))

Hence Xm,(* ~ 0 ¡s constant as r ranges over w for 0 < r < v — 1. By (14) it

follows that D*(x — t) is constant as / ranges over w. This completes the proof

of (13).
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Plancherel's formula. In this section we deal with the completeness of the

system X on G and X/Xs on Gs by using probabilistic methods. Let B denote the

class of Borel sets, that is, the sigma-algebra generated by the compact sets in G.

Let F„ denote the sigma-algebra generated by the cosets of G, in G. If F denotes

the sigma-algebra generated by UfL 0F„ then F = B [9, Lemma 3.2]. Let

x E to = 2,í¿ Mi + Gs- Then

Sm,f(x) = fGf(t)Dm,(x - t)dm

= m, fx+GJ(t)dKO

- ti**)-1 f Kt)dfit).
Ja

It follows that

(15) SmJ=E(f\F,)

where E(f \ K) denotes the conditional expectation of/with respect to the sigma-

algebra K [13, p. 90]. Since F = B, the martingale convergence theorem [8,

Theorem 3.1] implies SmJ -* f a.e. as s -» oo. The completeness of X on G now

follows since any function, / G LX(G ), which has all vanishing coefficients, must

satisfy/(x) = Oa.e.

The completeness of X/X, on Gs follows by an identical argument and

normalization of the Haar measure on G,. A simple translation argument shows

that X/Xs is a complete orthonormal system on any coset of Gs in G with respect

to the normalized measure ms ft.

We now have the following version of Plancherel's formula: Let/ G L2(G)

and let w be any interval. Then

(16) 2   Ku)(o>)\2 = rt«r' / l/WI2*«.

The martingale maximal function. In place of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal

function, we use a probabilistic analogue, the martingale maximal function. Let

/ G Ü(G) and define

E*f(x) = sup|£(/| Fs)(x)\ = sup|Sm,/(*)|.
»>0 j>0

Then the martingale maximal theorem states that if 1 < q < oo,

(17) l|£*/ll,^tll/llr

where Aq depends only on q [11, Theorem 6, p. 91]. Furthermore, we have

Aq = 0(q/(q - 1)) = 0(1) as q -> oo [11, Lemma 2, p. 93].
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Paley's theorem. The result proved in this section, Paley's theorem, states that

the wth partial sum operators are bounded, uniformly in n, from Lq(G) into itself

for 1 < q < oo. That is, there exists a constant Aq depending only on q such that

for « > 1 and/ G Lq(G), 1 < q < oo,

(18) WSJW, < ¿,||/|L,

We begin the proof by making several reductions. By considering /+ and f~

separately, we may assume/is nonnegative. Since S„f = XiS*(/xüO> it suffices

to prove the result for 5*. Since S* = x¡¡Sn(fx„), we have

(i9) iis:ik<ii/ik-

To obtain the result for 1 < q < 2, it suffices, by the Marcinkiewicz interpola-

tion theorem [16, p. 112, vol. 2], to prove S* has weak type (1, 1) independent of

n. That is, for any X > 0,

(20) p{x G G : \S*f(x)\ >X}<A a"11|/||,.

A standard duality argument, which we delay until the end of this section, then

yields the result for q > 2.

To prove (20), we use a Calderón-Zygmund decomposition [2]. Let X > 0 be

fixed. We may assume ||/||, < X. Let

Q, - (a : co - b0x0 + G,,/i(co)-' fj(t)dp(t) > x\

Q2 = |w: u = 2 b,x, + G2,w <t Qx,p(o>)-1 fj(t)dp(t) > a}.

In general, let

0 =fU;U= 2 b,xt + G,,w <t US,,/*«)-1 f f(t)dp(t) > x\

We obtain a sequence {ß,-}jli and set 0 = Uy™ ,fi;. Define

g(x) = p(u)~l f f(t)dp(t)       if x G u, w G ß,

= /(*) if JC G w, id G ß,

and let b — f- g. Then

u{* G G: |S7(x)| > A} < u{^ G G: |S.*g(*)| > X/2}

+MÍ* G G: |S*Ä(x)| > X/2}.

We show that each of these expressions is dominated by A X-11|/||,. We begin with

the estimate for g which readily follows from the inequality ||g||f < /4X||/||,. We
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note that this estimate relies heavily on the bound of the/>/s. It follows from the

martingale convergence theorem that g(t) < X for almost all t outside fl. We

have

L(g('))2dii(t)= 2 f (g(t))2dtit)+ 2 / (g(0)2¿M')
JG ugQ Ju ueO Ja

< 2 X//(/)«W0 + 2 /(g(0)2^(0-

Using (6), we obtain

2 / (g(0)2d^t) = 2 / g(0W' f f(s)d,u(s))dll{t)

< pX 2 / g(0<W0

Hence

/r0?(O)2<MO<X 2 ff(t)d,i(t)+pX 2   (f(t)dti')
JG «eQ Ja ueO -/o

<pX/c/(i)t//t(0.

The estimate for g now follows:

fi{* G G: |5n*g(x)| > X/2) < 4A-2||g|g < (4X-2)(pM|/||,) = 4/>X-'||/IL.

To prove n{x E G: \S*b(x)\ > X/2} < AX~X ||/||„ we write

,i{xGG:|Sn*è(*)l>X/2}

< /i{x G G: |S*£>(*)! > X/2, x G « G Í2}

+ /i{x G G; |5„*ftW| > X/2,* G w G ß}

< n{x G G: |S*à(*)l > X/2,x <2 w G ß} + 2 /*(<■>)■
UEO

It suffices to prove

(21) x G w G fi   implies   S*b(x) = 0

and

(22) 2 M«) < IX"1 H/H,.
u€0
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To prove (21), we note that fu b(t)dp(t) = 0 for each a G ß. We write

Sfb(x) = fGb(t)D:(x-t)dp(t)

= 2 / b(t)D;(x - t)dp(t).

For x G co, (13) implies D*(x - i) is constant as t ranges over co. Since b has a

vanishing integral on each co, it follows that S* b(x) = 0 for x G co G ß, and

(21) is proved. To prove (22), recall that each co G ß satisfies p(u)~l Saf(t)dp(t)

> X. Thus

2 tfwXX-1 2 //(O^O^a-'II/II,,

and (22) is proved.

We finally extend the result for q > 2 by a duality argument. At the same time,

we shall obtain an estimate of the operator norm, \\S* {[,, from 13 into itself, as q

tends to infinity. By the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [16, p. 112, vol. 2]

there exists a constant A independent of n such that, for 1 < q < 2, 115*11,

< A(q/(q - 1)). Let q' > 2 satisfy ?-' + t/'-1 = 1. Then

IlSf/l^ =        sup        / S*f(x)W)dp(x)

sup       j f(x)S*W)dp(x)

< sup I f(x)h(x)dp(x)
A6i«(C7);||A||,<^(í/(í-l)) ^

<>Í(C7/(C7-1))||/|^

Hence ||S* ||,. < Aq'. That is

(23) \\S;\^ = 0(q')   asc/'^oo

with bound independent of n. This completes the proof of Paley's theorem.

III. THE L2 RESULT

Introduction and basic results. The main result of this work is the following

Theorem. Let f G L2(G). Then S„f converges to f almost everywhere as n tends

to infinity.

As in the case of Paley's theorem, we make several reductions of the proof. Let

M/be defined by Mf(x) = sup^ol^/MI for x G G. Then it suffices to prove

that, for every X > 0,

(24) p{x G G : Mf(x) > X} < AX~2\\f\%,
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where A is independent of/and X. To see this, let {ek}k=x be a positive sequence

decreasing to zero, and let {¿?}™_i be a sequence of finite linear combinations of

characters such that ||/ - Pk ||f < t\. Then assuming (24), we have

Jx G G: lim sup|S„/(x) -f(x)\ > ek\
V. n-»oo J

< Jx E G: lim sup|5n(/- Pk)(x)\ > ek/3\
y. n-»» j

+ Jx E G: lim sup|S„^(x) - Pk(x)\ > ek/3]

+ ,x{xEG:\Pk(x)-f(x)\>ek/3)

<li{xEG:M(f-Pk)(x)>tk/3)

+ ,x{x E G: \Pk(x) - f(x)\ > ek/3}

<3Aek2\\f-Pk\[¡ + 3ek2\\f-Pk\\l

<Aek.

For each positive integer N let MNf(x) = max,<„<m/ï \S„f(x)\. For each X > 0,

we define an exceptional set E(X,N,f) such that

(25) v.(E(X,N,f))<AxX-2\\f\\l,

and

(26) x G E(X,N,f)   implies   MNf(x) < A2X,

where Ax and ^42 are two positive constants which do not depend on Af, X, or/.

Since

{x E G: Mf(x) > X} = {x E G: M(A2f) > A2X}

C ¡JE(X,N,A2f),
jV=I

(25) and (26) imply

H{x E G: Mf(x) > X} < ju{¿¿(X.iMj/)}

= Hm ja{£(X,iM2/)}

< AxX-2\\A2f\$

= AXA22X-2]\M.

Thus it suffices to prove (25) and (26) for X, N, and / fixed. From this point on

we shall write E(X,N,f) simply as E. We may also assume ||/||2 < X.
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The exceptional set E will consist of two basic parts, Ex and E2. Ex will be

made up of certain intervals to, and it will be easy to show

(27) m) < AX-2\\f\l

E2 will be more complicated. We shall define a sequence, {AJ*}y™,, of collections

of pairs (n(u*), to*), where n is a positive integer. For each pair (n(u*),u*) E A*,

we define an exceptional subset V(n(w*),ui*,j) such that

(28) n{ V(n(u*), a*J )} < p^K"*)-

By using Plancherel's formula (16), we shall prove that

(29) 2/<<o*)<V'X-2||/|[2,

where the sum is taken over all pairs («(to*), to*) E A*. Setting

f!=Gu/(«,^),

(28) and (29) imply

(30) KE2) < A^îp-jy-2\\f\l

Combining (27) and (30), we have

(31) »IE) < AX-2\\f\$.

For certain pairs (n(u*), w*) E A*, we define a partition of u*, II(/i(<o*), u*,j ),

where the elements of the partition are intervals. If x G E and w* denotes the

partition element which contains x, we obtain the estimate

(32) l-WW - .W(*)l < p-j/2\.

If the partition H(n(w*),<3*,j') were defined for some/' </, we could repeat the

above argument and find a* such that x E u* and

\s«r)f(x) - s^.)/«! < p-"2x.

Summing over all such estimates would show that for xíf, \S„f(x)\

< (2jli P~J/2)K and we would be done. However, since II(«(w*),<ö*,/') may not

be defined, we must change from (n(w*), <o*) to a new pair («(w*), ¿*) and make

the appropriate estimates. After this modification, we shall be able to prove that

if x G E, \S„f(x)\ < A X where A is a constant which depends only on p.

Selected pairs A, and A*. Let to G G/G„ 1 < s < N, and consider the

collection of pairs {(«(<o),<o) : 1 < n < mN}. For each pair set

(33) A(m(<o),<o) = maxdCü^íü)! : S D <o*,ñ(aj) = n(u)}.
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Let A, denote the collection of pairs («(co), co) which satisfy

(34) |c„(U)(co)| > p-JX,

and for which one of the following conditions holds:

(35) co* = G   and   \cm(a)\ < p~^X,

(36) u* ¥= G   and   A(/i(w), co)< p~JX.

To estimate 2 /*(<">)> where the sum is taken over all pairs («(co),co) G A,-, we

use a collection of "polynomials", P¡(x; co). Let

(37) Pj(x;u)= 2 WwJxW*).
(fl(u),u)€Ay;ciOw

Suppose co G G/Gs,s > 1. Then

fu\f(t)-Pj(t;U)?dp(t)

- / 1/(0 - P(t;»*) -    2    c^^x^^of dp(t)

= f \f(t)-Pj(t;u*)\2dp(t)

(38) -2 Reí//(0     2     c^px^Ô)^))

+ 2 Reí/^(i; co*)     2     c**(«)x«,>(0<Wo)

+ / I    2    ^)(w)x^„)(of <W0-

To see that the third integral in (38) is zero, consider a single term of the product,

Cñ(s)(w)cn(„)(w)x»(¡5)(0xB(„)(0- By (37) we have w D to* and («(cô),«) G A,-. Hence,

(34) implies

(39) |Cs(s)((ô)| > p-JX.

By the ordering on X/X„ x^S) and x»(U) are orthogonal on co unless

(40) «(to) = «(co).

Consequently, (33), (39), and (40) imply

(41) A(n(u),u) > p-JX.

But (n(co),w) G Ay, and u* ¥= G since co G G/G„ s > 1, By (36),

(42) A(«(co),co)<p--'X.
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(41) and (42) are a contradiction, and so the third integral of (38) vanishes.

Applying Plancherel's formula (16) to the last integral of (38), we have

(43)        / I    2     cn(u)(<o)xn(a))(f)|2<W = /»<«)     2     k„(u)(<o)p
¡2

I     Í

[(n(w),u)£A/ ' (n(u),u)EAy

Dropping the third integral in (38) and using (43) we obtain

ju\f(t)-Pj(t;ufdplt)

= fjf(t)-P(t;u>*)\2dn(t)

-2 Reí    2     w5o) / /(Ox^Ô>(o)
Vn(u),u)EA, •"' J

(44) -M«)     2      k„(u)(«)|2
(n(u),w) E Ay

= /j/(0-^(í;«*)|2*(í)

- 2#<«)        2        I^u)(t0)|2 + /!((*)       2        |c„(u)(to)|2
(n(u),u)EAy (n(u),u)EAf

= / 1/(0 - Pj(t\ «*)l2 440 - M")    2    \c«uM.
"'" («(U),U)EA,

Summing (44) over all u E G/Gs, we obtain

2    i \f(t)-Pj(f,ic)fdii(t)

=   2   fmt)-Pj(n<**)?dKt)
uE C/C,   ■/u

(45) -    2 2     /t(<o)|c„(u)(<o)|2
uEG/G, (n(u),u)EAy

=    2    j \f(t)-P(t;u)Ur<t)

-   2      2    míw)!^,»!2.
uSG/C, (ff(u),u)EAy

We repeat the above argument, beginning with (38), to the first term on the right-

hand side of (45). We continue this procedure until we obtain after a finite

number of steps

2    f |/(/)-^(i;to)|2rf,t(0
uE C/C, Ja

(46) =    2     ( \f(t)-Pj(t;^*)\2d,4t)
u£G/Gt     w

-2   2      2    n(o>)k<»l2.
r=l uE C/C, WuMEA)

If « G G/Gx, Pj(t;u*) = 0 for all t. Setting s = N in (46), we obtain
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0<    2    f \f(t)-P(r,u)?dp(t)

= \\M -    2    idt*)M<*)?.

Consequently

(47) 2    mM»)t < ll/lb2-
(n(u),u)EA/

If (w(co),to) G A,, we have, by (34), ^^(co)! > p~jX. Therefore (47) impHes

(48) 2     Mw)<^X-2||/|g.
Wn)ii)6Aj

We now define A* as the collection of pairs {(«(co*), co*) : (n(co), co) G A,}. Note

that for each pair in A,, there are at most p pairs in A*. This fact, (6) and (48)

imply

(49) 2 /«(«•) < P2 2 Pia) < ^+2X-2 ll/lg,
A/ Ay

where the sums in (49) are taken over all pairs in A* and A^ respectively.

Estimate (49) will be used later to estimate p(E2).

The set Ex. At this point we must define Ex, the first part of the exceptional set

E. Let

Wx = (co: M(co)-' / \f(t)\2dp(t) > X2)   and

(50) ^
Ex =   U {x G G: x G co*}.

ue£[

Using (6) and (50) we obtain

KEi)<P  2   KcoXpX-2  2   / \f(t)?dp(t)
(51) "elT «eiry"

<AX-2\\f\l

Now suppose co* <t Ex. Then if co is such that co* = co*, we have w <t £¡\

Consequently, for any «, we have

k(*)(")i = ̂ (wr'IX^ox^yCö^ol

<m~x L\MdKt)
•/O

^n<»-,(¿l/(í)la*(*))W0«í)Jw
(52)

< Kw)_1/2(^M(w))1/2 = *•

It follows that if (o* Í £,,
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(53) ¿Ww*) < A

for ail «.

The partitions îl(n(u*),u*J). In this section we define a partition n(n(co*), w*,/)

for each pair («(co*),co*) G A* such that co* £ £,. If co* G G/G„ 0 < s < A,

the elements of the partition n(«(co*), co* J ) will be cosets in G/Gr where

í < r < N.

At this point we must make a small technical adjustment. If co* = G, by (35)

a pair (n(u*), co*) = («, co*) may belong to more than one A*. If this is so, we

delete («,co*) from all A* except the one with minimal /.

Suppose co* £ Ex and («(co*), co*) G A*. Then we show

(54) ¿V^co'X p-;+'x.

Consider w such that cö* = co* and Ic^fo)! > 0. Since co* <t £,, we have

ktfjyi")! < X so there exists / > 1 such that p~JX < |crKS5j(*5)| < p-/+1X. If

co* = G, (34) and (35) imply («(côT )<ô) G Ar. By the above deletion it follows that

/ > / Therefore

¿W«*) = maxjc^)^)!

<p-J+lX <p-J+>X

and (54) is true. If co* # G and cô" = 2£¿ bix¡ + G,, s > 1, we have by (4)(iii)

and (7) applied to (^/A^,,G,_,),

l<WÖ)| = m-x\{j(Ox^U)dp(t)\

= M")-1^1 |/„./(0x^(o Ï x^,(s M, - /) dK/)

(55) = ̂ co*)-' |P2 /. /(OxWÖ xCT) <*WO I

- MÍ«*)-1 [2 £./(/)XW,+«(a)(0*(0|

< '2 K^rl\fuj(t)xmi.l+^)(t)dp(t)\.

Since («((o*),co*) G A*, there exists cô with cô* = co* and (n(w),w) G A,. If

n,(co*) = ww,_, + «(to), v = 0, 1,... ,/>,_,, we have «,(cô) = «(cô) = «(cô). Since

co* ¥= G, (36) implies

(56) M"*)"11X. f(t)x^UJdp(t)I < A(«(cô), cô) < /»"'X.

Combining (55) and (56), we obtain
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(57) \cm(i2)\ <*§' p-i\ < p-J^\.

Since to" was any interval with w* = to*, (57) implies

¿Ww*) = maxjc^i«)! <^'+IX

and (54) is true if to* ¥= G. This establishes (54).

Let (rt(to*),io*) G A/, u* C £,, and to* G G/Gs. We define the partition

Yl(n(u*),u*,j) as follows: Let

ß,(/j(<o*),to*,/) = {to G G/Gs+X: to C «*,<V)(W) ^ ^+'A}>

ß2(/t(to*),«*,/) = {to G G/G,+2: u C w*\ß,(«(to*),<o*,/),t?n(M.)(to) >/T'+'A}.

In general, if 1 < /' < N - s, let

Q,«(«»), «*,/)

= {to G G/Gí+¡: to C to'Vu^Wto*),«*,/),^.)^) >p">+Ix}.

Finally, let

fl^X«*),«*,/) = |<o G G/GN: to C to*\"^y(/j(to*),to*,/)\

Then  U/L7ß,(«(<o*),to*,/) forms a partition of u*, n(w(to*),to*,/) with the

following properties:

(58)(i) w g to* for each w G II(«(to*),to*,/);

(ii) if to C ¿Ö g to* and to G n(n(to* ),«*,/), ^,(¿5)1 «C/T'+'X:

(iii) if to  G  n(«(w*),to*,/) and tô G G/G„ s < N, then Ic^.)^)!  >

p~J+xX for at least one tô such that w* = w.

To see (58)(i) note that each w G U(n(w*),u*,j) must satisfy ¿?„(<i).)(w)

> p~J*xX, and by (54) this cannot be satisfied if to = u*. To see (58)(ii) we note

that if |cn(u.)(ü)| > p~J+xX, ̂ u.)(w*) > p-J+xX and so there exists a largest

interval to* such that £„(„•)(«*) > p~j+xX, to* C ¿>* C u*. Then ¿ô* G n(w(to*),

u*,j). But then « C to* which is impossible since w G LT(n(to*),to*,/). Thus

(58)(ii) holds. (58)(iii) is clear from the construction of n(«(to*),to*,/).

The basic estimate. Let (n(to*), to*) G A/, to* G G/G„ and to* £ £,. Then the

partition n(n(to*),to*,/) is defined. Let w satisfy w C w C to* where Z3 is any

element of Il(n(u*),u*,j). Then w is a union of elements u' E n(/j(to*),to*,/).

This follows from the fact that given any two cosets, either they are disjoint or
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one contains the other. Our aim is to estimate S^a>)f(x) — S^ftx) where x G tô.

We define

h(t) = 0 if t G to*,

(59) -      _
= m~} ja f(0x^^(0 dp(t)      if / G tô G n(«(co*),co*,/).

Note that if t G w G n(«(co*),co*,/), h(t) = cHa^(<3). Consequently, by (58)(ii),

we have

(60) ||AL < P'J^-

If cô G G/G¿, s' > s, we have by (9)

¿Wto - WM = /^«{ZVyix - 0 - z>^(jc - /)}<M0

(61) = £/&>{x*i(* - 0(2 A*(* - 0<W* - <))

- x*»)(* - o(ri 4J* - ')«W* - '))} <*W0.

By (7) both sums vanish if x - / G G, or equivalently if / G co*. Now

Xn(u«) = (  II <Pm, )Xn(ö).

where by (l)(v), ç^ G A> for í < r < 5' - 1. By (7) the second sum vanishes

unless x — t G G¿. Consequently, Xm>«) and Xm&) agree whenever the second sum

does not vanish. Using the facts, we write (61) as

S^)f(x) - -W(*)

(62) = L /<'W)(* - 0(2' *U* - ')<W* - ')) MO

= XV)W 2n f./(0Wö( 2 ¿U* - 0«w*(* - ')) dp(t)
«'en""' \r—s /

where the sum is taken over all co' G n(w(co*),co*J). For each co',

Jj ZU* - 0<W - 0
is constant as r ranges over co'. To see this, first consider the case x G to'.

The result follows by applying (13) with ri = 2£,' armr. In the case x G u\

we have x — t G Gï as t ranges over co'. With ri = 2£,' o.Tmr, we have by (12),
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2 A.A,,«, = 2 .    2     x*-

In particular, 2,í,' An,"^.* is a sum of characters {x*} with k < m^. Hence by

(4)(i) S,i",' An, ®m,ji, is a sum of characters from X¿. Since x - t E G¿ as / ranges

over to', the result holds. By (59) it follows that for each u' E Tl(n(u*),u*,j), we

may replace f(t)x*(u*)(t) by h(t) in (62). Using this fact, (12), and (59), we obtain

S^)f(x) - S^ttx)

- W*) 2 /. h(t)( 2 A,/* - í)<W* - ')) ¿MO

= X*.)W 2 /. h(i)Dmr(x - t)QmtA,(x - t)dli(0

(63) ™J*

= Xmu^WÍ' Lh(t)(    m'f]     Xjc(x - f)) dpif)

= xmu.)W2    "2'   Xk(x)(h(t)ï~(t)dll(t)

= xW*)SmÄ.)A)(x).

The last equality follows from (12). It now follows from (15) that

(64) |Sn(u.)/(*) - -Wtol < E*(S;(^h)(x)

where E* denotes the martingale maximal function.

The set E2. We are now in position to define E2. For each pair (n(a*),a>*)

G A* with u* <t Ex, we define the subset

(65) n«(to*),to*,/) = {xEu>*: E*(S:^h)(x) > p-J'2X),

where h is defined on a>* as in (59). Applying (17) and (18), each with q = 6, and

(60), we obtain

M{F(W(to*),to*,/)} < (p-^Xr'WE^S^h^

< (p-JnX)-<>A6\\h\í

(66) < A6(p-J/2X)-6(p-J+xX)6v.(u*)

- /i6/(p-3;>(to*)

= /lp-3>ft(to*).

Let £4 = ^«{^(«(to*),«*,/)} where the union is taken over all pairs (n(u*),

to*) in A*. Then set E2 = Ujl,^. Using (49) and (66) we obtain
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KE2) < S piEi)

< Ë2u{F(«(co*,),co*,/)}
j-i a;

< A 2 p"3' 2 «(«*)
(67) /-«      a;

<¿ 2Vw+2A-2ii/iß)
>-i

= /JX-2(||p->)||/|g

We now set £ = E(X,N,f) = £, U £2. Inequalities (51) and (67) imply

(68) p(E) < AX-2\\f\\2.

Changing of pairs. Let co* Ç £ satisfy /»"-'X < £?n(<J.)(co*). We show that there

exist «, cô* and/ such that

(69)(i) «(w) = «(co) where to* = w*;

(ii) w* D co*;

(üi) i </</;

(iv)(«(tô*),cô*)G a;.

If («((o*),co*) G A*, the result is obvious by setting « = n,j = j, and cô* = co*.

We may therefore assume («(co*),co*) G A*. We first consider the case when

to* = G. Since w* <t E, (53) implies (2^a^(u*) < X. Hence there exists / with

1 <j<j such that

(70) /r'X<¿V)(«*)< prJ+l *•

Then there exists cô with «* = co* such that

/>-;A< |cn(s)(co)|</»-i+'X.

By (35), («(cô),cô) G A;. From (70) it follows that/ = min{/ : (h(cô),cô) G A,-,cô*

= co*}. Thus («((o*), co*) G A*. (Recall the deletion.) We now consider the case

when (0* ¥= G. Sincep~JX < <?„(„.)(«*) and («(<o*),co*) G A*, there must exist cô"

with to* = co* and

(71) A(n(Zi),u) > p-JX.

(33) and (71) imply there exist co' with to' D co* and ri with «'(cô) = «(cô) such that

(72) |c„V)(co')| > p-JX.

Consequently,

¿V-)("'*) > P'JX-
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If (n'(u'*),u'*) G A/, we stop and set / =/, tô* = a'*, and ñ — ri. If

(«'(«'*),«'*) G A*, we repeat the above argument and find n", u" and/" such

that u" D u'*, n"(o¡') = n'(u') and £„.<„..)(«"*) > p~JX. Note that n"(u>')

= n'(u') implies w"(tô) = n'(tô) = n(<2). If (n"(to"*),to"*) G A/, we stop as

before. Otherwise we continue until we reach a pair (n0(u%), u%) in A* or reach

to*, = G. If to*) = G,p~jX < ^(u*)(too) < X since to*, (t £2. Hence there exists

/o such that 1 <j0< j and

^•X^^^toîXp-^'X.

The argument of the preceding paragraph now implies («„(to*,),u%) E A*0.

Setting ñ = n0, w* = u*0, and/ = /0, we obtain ñ, tô*, and/ as in (69).

Thus given any u* (£ E and ¿?n(u.)(to*) > p'-'X, there exist ñ, tô*, and/" which

satisfy (69) such that / is minimal. It now follows that, for any to such that

u* C tô C w*,

(73) ¿W<5)<p-/+1X.

If (73) were false, the above argument applied to («(to), tö) would contradict the

minimality of/.

An additional estimate. An additional estimate is required because of the above

change of pairs. Let (n(u*), to*) G A/, to* (t £, to* G G/G,, so that II(h(îo*),u*, j)

is defined. Let u*x be a partition element. We wish to estimate S^fj/Oc)

- S„(Ul)f(x) where x E ux. We have

(74)
= ¡/«./«{x^* - 0 2 A*(* - ')<W* - 0

- XnwC* - ')   _|, Aj* - ')$»,,.«,(* - f)} </it(0
r-j+1

As before, both sums vanish if / G to*,, and x^uf) = XiKu,) wnen the second sum

fails to vanish. This allows us to write (74) as

(75)

- l^./Mx^MAJ* - 0<W* - i)<Wo|

- |/./(')x„(ur)(/K( *2   Xkm,(x -1)) dn(t,

<    2   rt«1 )"' L /«x**^W* -1)dKO
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In the last line we made use of the fact that Xkm, Is constant on cosets of G,+x.

For each w, with to*, = u\ we have

Kwi)-1 |X, fit}x^t){t)dpV)\ < ¿W)(»D-

Thus we have

(76) 1^.,/w - s^v/wi < fe^w).

Proof of L2 result. We now prove that if x G £ = £(X, A,/), \SJ(x)\ < AX,

1 < « < mN. Let co*, = G. We may assume Cn(u\) > 0. Then there exists j0

such that p~J«X <'£„(«*>) < yW'+'X since x G £ (see (53)). Then («,«*,) G A?

and the partition U(n,u*y ,JQ) is defined. Let co*¡ denote the partition element such

that x G co,. Then by (64) and (65), we have

(77) \Snf(x) - S«uî)f(x)\ < p-h>iX.

If n(oi*x) = 0, we stop. Otherwise we continue with a typical step: «(to*,) ¥= 0

implies u*x G G/GN. Since u*x G TL(n(u%),u*),J0) and* G £ (see (53)) we have

/r/o+'X < ¿?„(U|>)(to*) < X. Hence there exists/, such that, 1 </, </0>

/>-;'X<£n(„r)(to*)</»-;.+ix.

By a change of pairs, we obtain «",, tô^,/, such that ñx(ux) = «(to,), co*, D to*,,

(«(cô*)tô*) G A?, and/, is minimal. Then the partition U(ñx(¡b*x),¿*x,jx) is

defined. Let co*> be the partition element such that x G o^. Since

(78) <W«f ) = 4*i)(«1) < P-Jl+l* < P~J,+1^

it follows that <j}\ Ç u*x. Hence «,(co,) = n(co,) implies «",(co*>) = n,(co*). We

have

\S«t)f(x) - S^j/Ml

< l*WW - SnMf(x)\ + |SÄ,(Ul)/(x) - SÄi(ur)/(x)|

+ \Sñí(ur)f(x) - Sñiíu;)f(x)\

< 2p-h'2X + \S<a^(x) - S<aùf(x)\

by (64) and (65). Now (76) and (78) imply

(80) |Sn(Ul.,/W - -WWI < P*4*t)M) < P-/1+3^

Combining (79) and (80), we have

(81) I.WW - S<ui)f(x)\ < {2p-h'2 + p-/.+3}X.

Combining (77) and (81), we obtain
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\S„f(x) - 5n(u?)/(x)| < p-h»X + {2p-hn + p-Jt+i}\.

If n(a*>) = 0, we stop. If n(u*2) ¥= 0, we repeat the above step until we reach

G = u*0 2 u* 2 w*> 2 ... 2 «,*,

with «(to,*) #0, i = 1, 2,..., r - 1, n(u*) = 0, and j0 >/, > /, >/2 > /2

>..->i>/r> 1 with

IWM - ^(uJ,,/WI < Pr** + r**}*-

Then

K/MI < 2 \S<a?)f(x) - s^W

< 2(2 P_>/2)x +P3(S P"y)x = AX.

This completes the proof of the L2 result.

IV. THE L" RESULT

Basic result. To obtain the l? result for 1 < q < 2, some properties of Lorentz

spaces [6, p. 236] and an interpolation theorem of R. Hunt [5] reduce the problem

to the following

Basic result. Let I < q < 00, q ¥= 2, X>0, and F be a measurable set in G.

Then there exists a constant Aq > 0, independent ofX and F, such that

(82) ¡i{x E G: MIF(x) > X} < AqX-"n(F)

where IF is the characteristic function of F.

Since the proof of the basic result follows the L2 proof closely, we shall only

indicate the necessary modifications. We shall borrow all the notation of the L2

proof. We may also assume ¡i(F) < X9.

Proof of basic result. We begin by defining

£, = fto : jti(w)-' f IF(t)dn(t) > X9\   and
(83) I J" J

Ex = {u* : u E Ex).

Then (6) and (83) imply

2   M(«*) < P 2_ M*>)
u*S£i uE£|

(84) <pX-<  2  / IF(t)dix(0
UË£|

< px-vn
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Let L = Lq = [2q2/(q - 1)] + 1 where [x] denotes the greatest integer not

greater than x. Then if (n(u),u) E A,, to C £,, we have

(85) X~2 < piLX-".

To see this we consider the cases 1 < q < 2 and q > 2 separately. If 1 < #

< 2, we have

P-Jr\ <  |c„(u)(t0)|  < KW)"' JjF(t)dlL(t) < X9.

This yields

(86) X'-? < p'.

Now for 1 < q < 2,

(87) (9 - 2X1 - «7)"' < 2q2(q -!)-'< ¿-

From (86) and (87) we have

\1-2 = (Xl-?)(?-2XI-9)-'   < (pV)i. = pJL

which is (85). In the case q > 2, we have

/>-yX < |c„(U)(to)|

< ix(<o)-x £ IF(t)d¡i(t)

= fí(u> n F)/n(a) < 1.

Thus X < py and so X«-2 < p*"2) < p>L, since 9 - 2 < L, which is (85). Hence

(85) is established. Applying (85) to (49), we obtain

2 /*(«*) < P2j+2X-2\i{F) = p2J+2X-"(X9-2)n(F)
a;

(8g) < p2J+2X-9(pJL)iu(F) = p2'+2+JLX-9fi{F)

< p*/-X_,ltt(£).

As before, we use (88) to estimate /n(£2).

The partitions Il(«(to*), u*,j), the basic estimate, and the changing of pairs are

the same as in the L2 proof. We modify the set £2 somewhat to compensate for

the above estimate. Consider the operator £*(5*(u<)) which is sublinear and has

strong type (q,q) for 1 < q < 00. Recall that ¡¡E*^ = 0(1) as q -* 00 and

l|S*(u«)ll« = °(q) as q -* °° independent of n(o>*). Hence H^S*^.)!!, = 0(q) as

q -* 00 independent of «(to*). By extrapolation [16, p. 119, vol. 2], there exist

positive constants Ax and A2 such that
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(89) p{x G to* : \E*S^Kx)\ > AXX} < exp{-¿2X||/C};i(to*).

For the moment, let C denote an absolute constant to be determined later. We

define

(90) K(«(to*),co*,/) = {x G co* : |£*(£*,„.,«)(;t)| > AxCjLp~J*X}.

Then by (89) and (60), we have

^{K(«(co*),co*,/)} < cxp{-A2(2jLp-J+>X\\h\\-¿}p(U*)

< exp{-A2€jL}p(u*).

We now choose C such that A2C > 5 log p. Then from (91) we obtain

p{V(n(u>*),o>*,j)} < txp{-A2CjL}p(u*)

(92) < exp{-5/ log Lp)p(u*)

= p-W-pb**).

Summing over A* and using (88) and (92), we obtain

K^)<2r»{K(«(t0*),C0*,/)}
a;

< P~iJL 2 rt«*)
(93) a;

< (p-5iL)(p*iL*q)p(F)

= p-JLX~qp(F).

Summing (93) over all/, we have

rtPi) < 2 piH)j-\

^p-^y-Mp) < ̂ p^y-'Kn<

We finally consider x G £ = £| U E2. As before, we assume C„(u%) > 0

where co*, = G. Then there exists J0 > 1 withp^oX < ^^(co*,) </»_/«+IX since

u*0 <t E. Let «*, denote the partition element such that x G co,. Then (64) and

(90) imply

(94) \SJ(x) - S^.,/(jc)| < A2 Cjp-h+i X,

where/ = IF. If «(«*) = 0, we stop. Otherwise we continue with a typical step.

Since u*x G G/GN, there exists /, with 1 </, </0 such that

(95) p-y'X<^Mr)(to*)<p->.+IX.
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By a change of pairs, we obtain «,, û*x, and/, such that «(to, ) = n(tO| ), tô*, D w*x,

(«(to* ), ¿*, ) G A*, and/, is minimal. Then n(«(tô* ),£)*,/,) is defined. Let u*> be

the partition element such that x E o>2. Then as before to*> g to*,, and «i(to,)

= n(wx) implies ñx(u*2) = n(u*2). We have, by (64), (76), (90) and (95),

IWM - Sn(uJ)/WI

< l^./W - -Wtol + |5Äl(ul)/(x) - S„l(,r)/(*)|

+ \S«M)f(x) - S4u.J(x)\
(96)

< 2A2CjxLp-h+xX + iS^.y - S„(U|)|

< 2A2CjxLp-^xX+p2CM)(tc*x)

< 2A2ûJxLp-j'i+xX +p-}>+3X

since/, is minimal. Combining estimates (94) and (96), we have

\S„f(x) - S^mi < 2A2€L{J0p-Jo*x +JlPrJt+i + p-J>«}X.

If n(a*2) = 0, we stop. If n(u*>) ¥^ 0, we repeat the above procedure until we

reach

G = to*0 2 w* 2 w*2 2 • • • 2 <o*

with n(u*) ¥= 0, i = 1, 2,..., r - 1, n(u*) = 0 and /„ >/, >/, >/2 >/2

>•••>/>/r> l.with

|S,(u;)/M - S««,>/(*)l < {2^^/,L + Pi)p-l>X.

Then

isjtol < S \s^r)f(x) - s^j(x)\

< ^2a2cl(^jP-^+pi(j%p-j)y-

This establishes (82), the basic result, and completes the proof.
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